


 

 
 

 
Awareness on Road Safety 

Date: 05-01-2019 

Venue: Tadepalli 

 

NSS Volunteers of Dept of CSE of K L E F has Conducted “Traffic Rules 

Awareness” on 05thJanuary, 2019 near the village which is nearer to K L University 

i.e. Tadepalli as a part of this NSS Volunteers from Unit-2, Program Officer                   

(Ch. Ramaiah) and faculty of CSE Dept. Ms. Sadhanaare involved in the event along 

with the NSS student volunteers. On the day of the event, NSS program officer and 

two Members of the Advisory department along with 100 volunteers started from the 

college at 10.00 am in bus and reached the Tadepalli by 10.30 am. 

Summary of the event 

It is a shocking fact that more than one lakh people are killed in India every 

year in Road accidents. This is about 10% of the total deaths across the world is due to 

Road accidents. This indicates the high exigency to fight against Road accidents in 

every possible way and create awareness on road safety measures and precautions to 

be taken by every citizen in India in order to prevent accidents on Indian roads and 

save many lives. Understanding the fact that the Road Safety is not only the shared 

concern but also the shared responsibility of the Government and a range of social 

activists like Media, NSS, NGO’s and every common man in the society. As this 

includes many points, mainly focused on “HELMET USAGE” to protect ourselves 

from accidents even if they had happened 

“A helmet aids the skull in protecting the human brain.” 

It is better not to crash at all, then to crash wearing a helmet. But if 

you do crash, a helmet works to absorb the force, which protects your head, which in 

turn protects your brain. Helmets work to prevent head injuries which become even 

more important for children whose brains are still developing. As part of our program 

we visited a petrol bunk in Tadepalli where we can find many people at any time. We 

had designed many placards with some slogans which resembles use of helmet and 

follow traffic rules. 

The aim was to come face to face with the city road users and inform them how 

they can take basic care and protection by wearing helmets and seat belts for their own 



 

 

 

good. The main target commuters however were the motorcycles/scooter/moped users 

who are more prone to injuries and fatality in case of an accident. 

 
 

Near petrol bunk and under flyover holding placards and advising passengers to follow 

them on 05-01-2019 

 Placards play a major role because pictures convey more information in less 

time than words. 

 We approached daily commuters and provided vital information about the 

helmet. The emphasis was not just to tell everyone how important and 

lifesaving it can be to wear a helmet but to make them understand how equally 

important it is to buy only and only good quality ISI or DOT marked helmets. 

 We complimented those who are wearing helmets with a chocolate and asked 

them to use regularly and insist their neighbors to use it. 
 

 

Complimenting helmet users with a chocolate by an NSS volunteer on 05-01-

2019 

 Our team also gave information about “traffic rules” and also said that the best 

way to keep others and yourself safe is to follow proper traffic rules. 



 

 

 

Whenever you drive a car or bike follows the traffic rules, it is important to 

wear helmet while driving a two wheeler, obey the traffic lights to avoid 

accidents. 

One should always wear seat belt while driving a car. Avoid rash driving as 

fast speed is the core reason of accidents. Always carry all the paper of the 

vehicle. 

 We also insisted car passengers to wear seatbelts and its use. Seatbelts can save 

your life in a crash and can reduce your risk of a serious injury. Seat belts keep 

drivers and passengers from being ejected through windows or doors. 

 They are important safety features, like air bags, help to protect a driver or 

passenger     in a collision      and      minimize      injuries.      Those      who 

don’t wear their seatbelts while in a vehicle put themselves at greater risk of 

severe injury or even death 

 This campaign carried out by our lads and we hope that we managed to change 

the outlook of the commuters towards their own safety to some extent, if not 

drastically. 

 Our main motto of the event is “Be aware and also aware others” 

 The main reason behind spreading traffic rule awareness is to make people 

realize the loss they have occurred due to accidents they cause, with their 

ignorance to traffic rule. 

 

 
Students Displaying Banners About Road safety on 05-01-2019



 

 
 

 
 



 



 


